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List of abbreviations 

asRNA   antisense RNA 

cDNA   complementary DNA 

E    early 

gE     gylcoprotein E 

gI     gylcoprotein I 

HCMV     Human cytomegalovirus 

HSV-1     Human herpesvirus 1 

IE     immediate-early 

IsoSeq     Isoform Sequencing 

Ka     Kaplan strain 

L     late 

lncRNA    long non coding RNA 

ncRNA    non coding RNA 

ORF    open reading frame 

PacBio     Pacific Biosciences 

PA- Seq   polyadenylated sequencing  

PK-15     porcine kidney cell line 

PRV     pseudorabies virus 

RT2-PCR    Reverse transcription linked real-time PCR 

SMRT   Single Molecule Real-time  

TES     transcription end site 

TSS      transcription start site 

UL     unique long 

wt     wild type 
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Introduction 
 
Herpesviridae is a large family of double stranded (ds)DNA 

viruses. Herpresviruses have more than 100 members, 8 of these 

are human pathogen (herpes simplex virus types 1 and 2, 

varicella-zoster virus, cytomegalovirus, Epstein-Barr virus, 

human herpesvirus 6 (variants A and B), human herpesvirus 7, 

and Kaposi's sarcoma virus or human herpesvirus 8.). 

Worldwide ~90 % of population have been infected with one of 

these viruses. 

Herpesviruses are nuclear replicating viruses; transcription, 

genome replication and capsid assembly occur in the host cell 

nucleus. The intracellular trafficking of these viruses is 

connected to Golgi transport  

Herpesviruses are divided into three groups: 

alphaherpesviruses, betaherpesviruses, gammaherpesviruses. 

Herpesvirus genes are expressed in a coordinated temporal 

cascade and grouped into three kinetic classes, immediate-early 

(IE), early (E) and late (L) [1]. The IE proteins are required for 

the transcription of both E and L genes. The E genes typically 

encode proteins that play a role in DNA replication, while the L 

genes specify the structural components of the virus. 
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Pseudorabies virus 

The pseudorabies virus (PRV), an alphaherpesvirus with a 

broad host range, causes fatal encephalitis in a wide variety of 

animals, with the exception of its natural reservoir, the adult pig. 

It is a commonly employed model organism in studies of the 

molecular pathogenesis of herpesviruses [2,3], for labeling 

neural circuits [4–6] and for the delivery of genetically-encoded 

fluorescent activity markers to the neurons [7]. The genomes of 

viruses are very compact, composed mainly of protein-coding 

genes and short intergenic regions. 

Kinetic analysis of the PRV transcriptome confronts a serious 

problem in due to the polycistronic organization of the viral 

genes. Previous approaches to analysis of the herpesvirus 

transcriptome have used microarrays [8], Illumina sequencing, 

and real-time reverse transcription PCR (RT2-PCR) analysis 

[9]. However, the identification of transcript isoforms, 

including splice and length variants, with these techniques is 

difficult or impossible.  

Kinetic analysis of the herpesvirus transcriptome faces a 

significant challenge due to the overlapping nature of the viral 

genes. The typical architecture of polycistronic units is 

characterized by varying transcription start sites (TSSs) that are 

caused by the control of distinct promoters, and shared 
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transcription end sites (TESs). As an example, the following 

transcripts are produced from a tetracistronic unit: 1-2-3-4, 2-3-

4, 3-4 and 4, where ‘1’ represents the most upstream gene, while 

‘4’ is the most downstream gene within the given unit. 

Herpes simplex virus 1  

Herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) is a human pathogenic 

alphaherpesvirus from the Herpesviridae family. Herpes is a 

lifelong infection, which often has mild or no symptoms. The 

most common symptoms of viral infection are cold sores. HSV-

1 can cause acute encephalitis in immunocompromised patients. 

According to WHO’s first global estimates, worldwide more 

than 3.7 billion people under the age of fifty are infected with 

HSV-1 [10]. According to earlier annotations, the HSV-1 DNA 

contains 89 protein-coding, 10 long non-coding (lnc)RNA 

genes and several micro RNAs [11]. Several genomic regions 

containing protein-coding genes also encode antisense 

lncRNAs from the complementary DNA strand. The HSV LAT 

was described as the first viral lncRNA [12]. 

Various methods have already been used for the analysis of the 

herpesvirus transcriptome including microarrays [13], Illumina 

sequencing [14], multi-time-point real-time reverse 

transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis [15], and PacBio SMRT 

sequencing. Next-generation sequencing platforms have only 
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been used for analysing the transcriptional activity along the 

viral genome [14]. 

Cytomegalovirus 
 
The Human Cytomegalovirus (HCMV) is a human pathogenic 

beta-herpesvirus that can cause life-threatening infections in 

new-born infants and immunocompromised patients. 

Congenital HCMV infections can lead to severe malformations 

or even death [16]. The genome of the HCMV is one of the 

largest in the Herpesviridae family, and its coding potential is 

not fully understood. The number of its protein coding 

sequences ranged from 164 to 220, while a recent study 

identified 751 individuals, translationally active open reading 

frames (ORFs) by ribosome profiling [17]. 

HCMV, similarly to other herpesviruses, has a complex 

transcriptional architecture; alternative transcription initiation 

[18], alternative splicing events [19], and polycistronic 

transcripts [20] all increase the coding potential of the viral 

genome. Splicing in herpesviruses is relatively rare [20], over 

100 splice junctions have been described in HCMV [18;20] – 

many of which are alternatively spliced.  
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AIMS 

 

To re-evaluate the currently available knowledge 

concerning the structures of PRV transcripts by using Illumina 

HiSeq and PacBio RS II platform (PA-Seq and random primer-

based RNA-Seq), which can identify all poly(A)+ RNA 

molecules generated in cultured porcine kidney (PK-15) cells 

productively infected with the virus. 

Using PacBio long-read sequencing technology for the 

characterization of the global lytic transcriptome of HSV-1. 

Application an amplified isoform sequencing (Iso-Seq) 

protocol that based on PCR amplification of the cDNAs prior to 

sequencing. 

Our focus was to identify novel transcripts, transcript 

isoforms, novel splice junctions, and to determine the coding 

potential of these transcripts, in HCMV RNA population in 

human fibroblast cells during lytic infection. 

Generate an ul54-KO virus and examine the effects of 

the mutation on the replication and global transcription of PRV 

by using quantitative real-time-PCR and reverse transcription 

(qRT)-PCR platforms. 
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Characterisation the dynamic transcriptome of us7/us8-

deleted PRV in comparison with the wild-type (wt) virus, using 

a multi-time-point quantitative reverse transcriptase-based real-

time PCR technique. 

 

Methods 

 

 

Cells were infected at a multiplicity of infection, after the DNA 

and RNA sample preparation three different sequencing 

technique were used; Illumina HiSeq, Pacbio SMRT- and 

Pacbio Isoseq. These techniques allow for distinction between 

transcript isoforms, including length- and splice variants, as 

well as between overlapping polycistronicRNA molecules. The 

non-amplified Isoform Sequencing method was used to analyse 

the kinetic properties of the lytic PRV transcripts and to then 

classify them accordingly. 

We investigated the effect of the deletion of the PRV us7 and 

us8 and ul54 genes on the genome-wide transcription using 

reverse transcription based real-time pcr technique. 
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Results and conclusion 

 

Our results revealed the feasibility of the deep sequencing 

of full-length RNA molecules from the transcriptome of a 

herpesvirus both at a single-molecule level and in 

amplified samples. Our investigations essentially redefine 

the transcriptome of the PRV. We demonstrated that 

herpesviruses exhibit considerably more genetic 

complexity than predicted from in silico ORF-based 

genome annotations and gel-based assays. Our 

investigations uncovered that essentially the entire PRV 

genome is transcriptionally active, including both DNA 

strands of the coding and intergenic sequences. 

Identification of a pervasive genome-wide overlapping 

pattern of PRV transcripts and of ori-overlapping RNA 

molecules raise the possibility for the potential existence 

of a genome-wide network exerting joint control on gene 

expression and replication.  

Our investigations revealed an intricate meshwork of 

transcriptional read-throughs leading to overlapping RNA 

molecules. It turned out that herpesvirus genes are 
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transcribed in more combinations than it had been 

previously thought. The number of asRNAs and the 

complex transcripts of herpesviruses are likely to be 

underestimated, because most of them may have been 

undetected due to their non-polyadenylated nature or 

because they are too long to be identifiable with even a 

long-read platform.  

We demonstrated the utility of long-read sequencing for 

the investigation of the dynamic transcriptome of a 

herpesvirus. We have established that this technique can 

also be applied in the study of processes exhibiting a 

definite, well-controlled time-course of transcription, such 

as during viral replication, embryogenesis, tissue 

regeneration. We have characterised the kinetic properties 

of several novel PRV transcripts 

 

We described the generation of a mutant PRV strain with 

a deletion at the ul54 locus and the transcriptional 

characterization of this virus in cultured cells using a real-

time RT-PCR technique. We also analyzed the dynamics 

of viral DNA synthesis and correlated the obtained data on 
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replication with the transcription patterns of the viral 

genes. We obtained that the abrogation of ul54 function 

leads to a differential effect on the various kinetic classes 

of the PRV genes. This effect may be direct at the early 

phase of gene expression, but later this mutation likely 

exerts its influence on global gene expression at least 

partly through the DNA replication, which is impeded 

compared to the wt virus. 

 

We investigated the role of gE/gI protein, which may be 

unrelated with spreading by the analysis of the impact on 

the mutation on global transcriptome.  Our results reveal 

that the deletion of the us7 and us8 genes of PRV leads to 

significant overall reduction of gene expressions in the 

first six hours post.infection. in every kinetic class of 

genes without bias toward any of them. However, later (8-

24h pi) the genes are upregulated in the mutant virus 

compared to the wt virus. This faciliatory effect was much 

higher on the E and E/L genes compared to the L genes, 

which is indicated by the decrease of the relative 

contribution of L gene products to the global viral 

transcript in the null mutant. 
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